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Abstract: The constant increase of production machine performances requires to change the conventional conception, because the Mechanical choices cannot be made independently to Automatic choices. Indeed, transmission elasticity harms the precision. Adimensional numbers associated to a design process allow to aid, on the basis of objective criterion of performances (speed and precision), to make design choices independently to technological choices. A Design Aid Manual has been created and it has been validated with complex simulations.
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Introduction The production machine design (machine tools, robots, special machines) meet an important industrial need, especially in the current goal of reducing cost and design time. Even if production machine performances are decisive in the making of a product, they are also considered as products, so they are subject to the same constraints. A more effective and more scientific design of these machines become one of the main industrial world problems, especially for the machines dedicated to high-speed cutting. In more, maintaining this activity is strategic to keep control of



the development of most industrial mechanical and high technology areas in a general way. In this paper we introduce the theoretical works which constitute the base for the design aid manual of servomechanism created by [DEB98]. This presentation will take place in three parts: In a first part, we present a short state-of-the-art of what have been completed for servomechanism design. In a second part, we develop how to obtain the interdisciplinary rules for servomechanism design. In a last part, we give two examples of servomechanism design, one by using classical dimensioning tools and the other by using new design rules introduced in the second chapter.



A short state-of-the-art. Resorting to a control system for a production machine allows it to increase the mechanical task speed and quality for if, nevertheless, its dynamic characteristics allow it. They are inherent to the dynamic performances of the linear or angular motion axes. The implementation of more powerful robots encouraged the development of scientific works to design robot axes. The application domain of these works is transferred to the design of the machine tools dedicated to very high speed machining. The current aid design tools are essentially the extension of the tools developed for more than two decades in the domain of prototypes analysis and realisation, which can be real or virtual. These tools help to validate a design proposal, but they do not guide the designer in its component choices for a drive system. Knowing that the drive system dynamic characteristics are fundamental for the servomechanism performances, to reach very high performances of servomechanisms in position, it is necessary to be able to select and dimension an actuator and a transmission in order that the load follows a certain law of movement with a given band-width and precision (when the system is controlled). Various works concern this part of the problem. The question of the actuator and transmission ratio choice is the more often treated subject, such as [COE69] and [SEE84] for a purely inertial load. [PAS84] includes the friction and the external



efforts applied to the mechanism and, in [STR98], an unspecified effort is applied to the transmission. The specification of a high precision is analysed in [CET91]. None of this work approaches the dimensioning of the flexible mechanism connecting the actuator to the load. In [RAI95], this dimensioning is carried out according to the time-optimal control signal for a flexible robot arm. Thus, the formulations of the problem are varied. The comparison of solutions is possible by using the adimensional values [SEE84] [PAS84].



Obtaining design rules In this second part, we present the main scientific developments to generate interdisciplinary servomechanisms design rules, then for the process to use them in the frame of the drive system design of which the transmission is a ball screw. These rules are obtained by the inversion of an interdisciplinary model of drive system behaviour with its control. The choice of the model to be reversed is thus fundamental for obtaining the rules. This second part will then start with a presentation of the mecatronic model design. Afterwards, we will present the analytical inversion of this model. Finally, we will briefly present the process used for the aid guide manual to choose the actuator and to dimension the transmission. 1 The mecatronic design model The mecatronic model design is an interdisciplinary model that has to take into account the interaction between mechanics and the automatic. It is a design model, it must on the one hand allow the inversion, i.e. not to be too complex, and on the other hand, be significant for the servomechanism problems. For that, it will include only dominant phenomenon in order that we can inverse it and that we can make decision of design. Thus, we will present the model of drive system, then of the control, then we will describe the model in its totality by specifying these restrictions with respect to the specifications. 1.1



The drive system model



In order to set the drive system model which includes the transmission elasticity, the model has to include on one hand, a rigid-body mode corresponding to its behaviour at very small band-width and, on the other hand, the minimum of the first flexible mode of this drive system. The model in figure 1 fits with the canonical model of the drive system [VAL93]. The colocative speed or displacement measures [VAL93], [DEQ98] with respect to the actuator Torque Ta allow to define, independently to the drive system, the mass values of m1 and m2. As an example, for the ball screw drive system in figure 2, the m1 mass includes the inertial moment of the motor rotor with the drive system part Jc that has a colocated displacement measurement to the actuator torque Ta; it is transferred in the load M frame base with the transmission



ratio r as shown in equation [1]. The m2 mass is the complementary part Jnc of the drive system with the load M as shown in equation [2]. The moments Ta and Tf are transferred in the load frame base with the transmission ratio r as shown in the equation [3].
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figure1: Reduced mechanical model
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figure 2: mechanical model
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In order to simplify the description of the drive system reduced model, we introduce the variable τz = c/k. The transfer function H c (s ) =Nc(s)/D(s) that links the force Fa to the location x1 of the m1 mass and H nc (s ) =Nnc(s)/D(s) that links the force Fa to the location x2 of the mass m2 in figure 1 have the same denominator D(s) given in



the equation [4]; The numerator Nc(s) is given in the equation [5a] whereas the nominator Nnc(s) is given in the equation [5b].
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1 2 s [5a], N nc (s ) = 1 + τ s [5b] ω z2



With the transfer function H c (s ) , we extract in one hand the first flexible mode with the denominator, see equation [6] and in the other hand the first mode of the zero with the numerator, see equation [7].



ω plant =
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As we know the m1 and m2 mass, the first natural frequency and the structural damping, we can deduce the equivalent stiffness k and the equivalent damping d of the drive system reduced model. It is important to notice that in most of the NC, the natural frequency of the drive system corresponds to this zero frequency because the natural frequency is measured in the speed loop. In order to make a link between the two natural frequencies ωplant and ωz, we can introduce the mass factor η = m 2 [CEU 69] that links the two natural m1 frequencies with the equation [8], [DEQ 98]. The transmission ratio r* more often used [PAT 86], [DEQ 99], [BEL 99], is given by the equation [9] and it is linked to η by the relation η= r*2.
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[8] with ropt = J a + J c + J nc , [9] M



The control model



In order to take into account the current implemented control system of machine tools, we define a control model with two measures: - a speed measure for the motor, using a tachometer, named the colocative measure of speed; the case of a load speed measure is not interesting as presented in [VAL 93], [DEQ 98]:



- a load location measure or indirect measure, a noncolocative location measure, in order to simplify the study. We will not present in the case of an electrical motor location measure or direct measure [DEQ 98]. 1.3



The mecatronic design model



The mecatronic design model is the model of the figure 4, which includes simultaneously the drive system behaviour and the control system. x 1 , x&1
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Figure 4: mecatronic design model. By using this mecatronic design model we suggest to evaluate the links between the expected performances set in the specifications, and the drive system dimensioning and the gain calculation of the feed back control system. 1.4



The specifications



The scientific specifications of a machine axis can be separated in two types of specifications: - The rigid-body behaviour specifications: the stroke, the maximal speed, the maximal acceleration, and the external forces. - The dynamic behaviour specifications of the axis band width and the behaviour of the other transmission modes, which means a placement of the controlled plant poles. We make the difference between the scientific specifications that allow us to dimension the machine axis and the user specifications that have to be translated in scientific specifications according to the NC performances. 2 Analytic inversion of the mecatronic design model The analytical inversion of the mecatronic model of design will be carried out in two stages. The placement of the poles of the dynamic system (fourth degree system), the most difficult resolution, we can define the whole design parameters, and their links between them. Thanks to the constraints imposed by the rigid behaviour, we



can impose some of these parameters. The presentation of the inversion will then take place in two stages: the pole placement; the rigid behaviour dimensioning. 2.1



Plant's pole assignment.



The pole assignment defines the servomechanism performances. In our case of a drive system, the four conjugate complex poles are P1, P1*, P2 and P2* defined by the frequencies ω 1, ω 2 (ω 1 < ω 2) and the damping factors ξ1, ξ2 κmini(r*). We describe in a graphic the link between Kmini and r* in the figure 4, where we can see the influence of λ on κmini(r*). It displays then the influence of the residual non-vibration λon the drive system dimensioning.



λcroissant : 1 ;3 ;5 ;10



Figure 4: Link between the abscissa r* and the Y-axis κfor several values of λ, with ζ 1 = 1 and τ = 0 On this figure 4, we can recognise the results of G. Pritschow [PRI 98]: ω 0 ≥ 3.k v . With the expressions ω 0 =



ω k = ω z and kv = 1 , and by applying ζ 1 = 1, the m2 2ζ 1



relation comes to κ ≥ 1.5 , which give according to the figure 4, a r* between 0.85 and 1.4, so a variation range for η=m2/m1 between 0.75 and 1.96, for a variation of λ between 0 and 10. These values are common variation of the mass ratio on classical machine tools. 1.2



Dimensioning of the rigid-body behaviour



To choose the actuator and the transmission ratio r, we use a dynamic model with a rigid transmission similar to the one used by [PAS84] [DEQ99]corresponding to figure 2. Two conditions on the transmission ratio r can be deduced: - The transmission ratio should be big enough to allow the load to reach the maximal speed defined in the specifications. It is written in the inequation [12] with ω as the maximal motor rotating speed.



r.ω ≥ v



[13]



- the transmission ratio has to be selected in order that the maximal motor torque Tmax is able to accelerate the load M at the maximal acceleration required by the specifications, this for a maximal resistance torque T p , and a maximal external force Fp , as it is described in the equation [13].



 J + Jt  Tm ≥  a + rM .a + Tp + r.Fp  r 



[14]



When setting J=Ja+Jt, and replacing the transmission ratio r with the product r* x ropt as shown in the equation [8], in the inequation [13] and [14], we obtain respectively the inequations [15] and [16]. After having gathered the required specifications data collected from the motor Ca, from the specifications Cc [DEQ98] and f* [DEQ99], the inequation [16] can be written in a new way as shown in the inequation [17].
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The function U(f*,r*) can be displayed on a graphic in figure 5 independently to the specifications. Afterwards we take into account the specifications with the values Cc, f*, and



M .v , and each motor can be pointed out on the graphic with the values J .ω . The respect of the two conditions [15] and [17] tell us if each motor



Ca and is able to meet or not the specifications.
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figure 5: Links between r* in abscissa and U(f*,r*) in Y-axis with f* as constant.



The two graphs described in figures 4 and 5, are synthetic representations of the analytical inversion of the mecatronic model of design in the figure 3. Allow understand with qualitative point of view, the design tendencies, such as the importance of a high transmission ratio to have drive system not too rigid. The exact dimensioning can be obtained by a numerical resolution.



Design process and simulation results In this third part of this paper, we present, for specifications corresponding to axes of a machine tool dedicated to very high speed machining, two ways of conception: firstly, without taking into account the first flexible mode of drive system; then by taking into account the first flexible mode of the drive system. This part will be divided into three parts, firstly the presentation of specifications, then the conventional dimensioning and finally the dimensioning using the design rules generated in the second chapter. 3 Design process To use the design rules presented in the previous chapter, we developed in collaboration with the CETIM (Centre Technique de l'Industrie Mécanique) an computerised Design Aid Manual of which the prototype has be created in a Microsoft Excel format. It contains the motor, the ball screw, the end bearings and the coupling catalogues. In a first stage, we display all motors in the graphic of the figure 5, written for the expected specifications. Thus, without having chosen any component of the drive system, we attribute the load to the m2 mass and the motor stator to m1 mass. Therefore, it is now possible to define the motors that are able to meet the specification requirements. After having selected a motor, in a second graphic, with the constructor ball screw lead in abscissa and the diameter in Y-axis, we analyse these ball screws for the classical dimensioning criterion (Static and dynamic load capacity, buckling load; critical speed… ). Afterwards, for each chosen motor we can define the lead. Finally, on a latest graphic with diameters in abscissa and maximal drive system acceleration in Y-axis, we can select the diameter that meets the specifications for the chosen lead and the chosen motor. Using the transmission stiffness and with the over-dimensioned ball screw stiffness, with respect to the all drive system stiffness, we can choose the nut (single or double nut), the end bearings and the ball screw mounting (free, fixed or supported) and finally the coupling, obviously with a comparison of the different technological solutions.



4 Design and Simulation proposal 4.1



Transmission specifications



Drive system specifications dedicated to high speed machining require to be able to reach a Kv of 10, which means a band-width at least higher than 50 Hz, for a 1 meter stroke, a 20 m/min maximal speed and a 10 m/s² minimal acceleration for a load of 1000 kg. 4.2



Classical dimensioning



The conventional drive system dimensioning suggested by the component constructors would drive us, in the case of a ball screw mounting fixed-supported, single side clamping screw, to the choice of a 40 mm nominal diameter, with a 10 mm/tr lead, and a "BMH 142-7n" motor from the constructor NUM with a torque of 76 N.m. We define a model that includes located torsion stiffness, the inertial moment of the coupling and of the screw, the located stress stiffness of the screw, of the nut, the end bearings and the motor saturation [ITI00]. Thus we have a model of 6 degrees of freedom (3 mass, 3 inertial moments, 3 string in traction/compression and 2 string of torsion) and a bandwidth of 1.5 kHz. The first natural frequency "ωplant" of this drive system is 47.4 Hz and its zero frequency "ω z", measured by the NC, is 42.9 Hz, the reachable Kv is 0.8 for the first controlled mode natural frequency f1 = 3.63 Hz. To make a displacement of 30 mm with a maximal acceleration of 10 m/s2, and a maximal speed of 20 m/min using a trapezoidal speed input, we can easily notice that the dynamic behaviour is not acceptable for a machine tool axle as for the speed answer in figure 6a, than for the transmission forces in figure 6b. -m/s m/s 0.4 0.4
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figure 6a: Speed input and load speed in m/s
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figure 6b: Axial forces on the nut and on the bearings in N. Dimensioning by taking into account the first flexible mode, λ=1



1.1



When taking into account the first flexible mode of the drive system in the dimensioning [DEB98], but with a minimal value for λ, so λ= 1, it would drive us, in the case of a ball screw mounting fixed-supported, single side clamping screw, to the choice of a 40 mm diameter and a 40 mm/tr lead. The motor selected is a "BMH 190-5h" from the constructor NUM with a torque of 100 N.m. We have a model of 7 degrees of freedom (4 mass, 3 inertial moments, 5 strings in traction/compression and 2 string of torsion) and a bandwidth of 3.3 kHz. This drive system has a first natural frequency " ωplant" of 63.3 Hz and its zero frequency "ωz", measured by the NC, is 54.9 Hz, the reachable Kv is 16 m/min/mm for the first controlled mode natural frequency f1 = 42 Hz. To make a displacement of 30 mm with a maximal acceleration of 10 m/s2, and a maximal speed of 20 m/min using a trapezoidal speed input, we can easily notice that the dynamic behaviour is acceptable for a machine tool axle as for the speed answer in figure 7a, than for the transmission forces in figure 7b. The forces on the transmission do not have any vibrations and meet perfectly the requirements. m/s m/s 0.4 0.4 Load speed 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 Speed input 0.1 0.1 00 ss
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figure 7a: Speed input and load speed in m/s
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figure 7b: Axial forces on the nut and on the bearings in N (link and right bearing), indeed, forces are on right and left bearings.



Conclusion In this paper, we highlighted that drive system using ball screw transmissions can have as high dynamic performances as the linear motors. This result is obtained with an interdisciplinary or mecatronic design that takes into account the first flexible mode of drive system in the first stage of the design. Thus, aiding tools for the mecatronic design of the machine tool axes can be set up on the basis of the dimensioning of drive system developed in this paper.
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